
   

   

  Cheeky Monkey Baby Girl & Sibling Gift 
 

£149.49 £134.55
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Cheeky Monkey new baby gift basket is a brilliant gift solution to
welcome a new baby girl, and include his big brother or sister too.

  Details
 
The perfect present when you want to send a gift that includes babies big brother or sister too. This gorgeous Baby Girl gift hamper is filled to
the brim with high quality clothing, toys and accessories for the new baby, and even comes with a large toy and treat for her big brother or
sister too. Contains; 2 gorgeous 100% cotton clothing sets by Olive and Moss of London; a "Collette The Cow" Playsuit with matching Hat, and a
high quality applique cotton "Perry the Panda" designer Dress. The top selling "bashful monkey" comfort blankie toy by Jellycat London is
guaranteed to become baby's best friend. The new Mum will be over the moon with the beautifully practical Jungle Jam cotton swaddle blanket
by Aden and Anais. We've also included cute as pie new baby monkey booties which are perfect for adventures. A super soft Fuzzy Monkey Toy
by Gund, and a yummy milk chocolate lolly, will ensure baby's older sibling won't feel left out.

Additional Information
 
Contents Olive & Moss 100% Cotton "Collette The Cow" Playsuit & Hat "Perry The Panda" Baby Dress by Olive and

Moss London Jellycat Bashful Monkey Comfort Blankie Aden and Anais Jungle Jam Patterned Swaddle in
Gift Box Suki Cute Monkey Character Booties Fuzzy Monkey Super Cuddly Toy by Gund Milk Chocolate
Lolly New Baby Girl Gift Card Open Wicker Gift Basket lined in fabric Gift wrapped and decorated in It's A
Girl silk baby ribbon Gift card for your personalised message
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